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1. 0 COST TRADE STUDIES 
A. SOLAR HEATING SY5TEM DESIGN YEAR 
A base solar year for the design of the solar heating system and demonstration 
of solar capabilities was sought for the site at W.lliam 0' Brien State Park 
in Minnesota. Minneapolis-St. Paul climatological data for the years 
1949-1975, inclusive, were analyzed. A Iso daily averages (by month) 
of solar energy incident on a horizontal surface at St. Cloud, MiMesota 
were used as an addition"l aid and are given in the following table. 
Daily Averages of Solar Energy Received on a 
Horizontal Sm'face (monthly) for Latitude 46° N>;' 
r------------------------ ---------------------------__ Jan. Feb. March April May .Tunc July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
627 878 1461 1734 2070 206(; 2118 1667 1343 1048 646 561 2 . 
* Averages are BTU/ft - day 
From an abundance of weather parameters available, the minimum number 
that would provide a good estimate of heating seasons was sought. 
The following parameters were used: 
1. Number of clear and partly cloudy days for each month. 
2. Average sky cover indicator for each month. 
3. Percent of possible sunshine for each month. 
4. Degree days for each month. 
5. Ratio of degree days-to-average solar incidence for each month. 
Parameter 5 is defined as: 
Degree Days Monthly Degree Days 
A vg. Incidence = (Possible Sunshine/Mo.) (Daily Avg. Solar Incidence) 
This parameter, as defined, docs Hot take into account the number of days 
in each month. However. since the number of days in a given month changes 
only slightly from one year to another, insignificant error is anticipated 
when the parameter is used for cornparison purposes. A Iso. sincE! the total 
number of days is the same for each year, a correcting effect is anticipated 
when summing monthly totals to give final yeal'ly results. 
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An eight month heating season was selected for the William 0' Brien site. 
Table 2 shows a monthly and yearly summary of the parametric results 
tor the years 1957, 1958, 1959, 1960, 1984, 1988 and 1974. These years 
were the final candidates selected after a preliminary elimination analysis 
based on a four core month heating season. The four core months were 
January, February, November, and December; they account for 
approximately 86"of the total yearly heating load. 
Figure 1 shows a yearly comparison of the results given in Table 1. For 
solar demoustration purposes, a heating season with both high degree days 
and low ratio degree days-to- possible solar incidence is desirable 
The year 1964 meets both of these requirements for solar demonstration 
purposes while 1958 meets the latter one. The year 1958 was selected for three 
reasons: (1) it appeared to be a good solar insolation year, (2) results based 
on 1958 would be more representative of typically expected years than 1964, 
and (3) the information for 1958 was immediately available. Also, some 
preliminary system trade off analysis had been done with 1957 weather data, 
again because of weather tape availability. 
Referring to Table I, the year 1958 showed 1519 maximum monthly degree 
days in December. Also, the coldest months of the season in the site area, 
January and February, indicate that the winter probably was relatively 
warm. In 1966, January showed 1909 degree days as compared to 1311 
for the year 1958. Therefore, it was ~Ulticipated that the design day 
(coldest day of year) for 1958 would give a design heating load lower than 
normally predicted for the site area. 
B. SITE ENERGY CONSERVATION MODIFICATIONS 
Initial calculations to determine the sensible heating load and the load due 
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TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF PARAMETERS FOR DETERMINATION OF HEATING 
SEASON FOR WM. O' BRIEN SITE 
T,n;u: 1 St:\I:\IARY OF PAR,nll'..1'E1!::: FOR IJETER;\IINATION Of 
HE.\Tl~G ~E_-\~ON FOR \.;\\. 0' nRIF:~ SrrE 
---r 
To'al . Tan. Feb . ~\7 ,'. y'\.-'1: ·\,.,n! .O":'(.\)t. Oct. No'll. 
Clear!P. Cloud\ ~)4 / ',S 7lfj "/4 2nO 'I ;; 10/12 8/10 4/9 
... Avg. Sky Cover G.:! 6.2 7.7 t;. h ;'.1 /;.0 7. I .... 
Pet. f'f Pnssibk ;;0 53 :;1 .. '-'2 cdl 37 
Del;r('(' !~"'ys 7-·::'4 1 Ii 42 lH4 1 (l'l2 :,~ ) 213":· I 467 '33 
D. I). /_'\';~. Ir.ci·k .. ~.· 1-:. 'I 4.1 2.4 1. ~, u.-.,; fl. 'j'; 0.7-: 1.9 
- ---
Clm/P. Ck,·I, tl 0 "" ~~ / 6 J/4 :,[11 "/12 12/4 7/4 
-.: ~\ vg Sky COH'r .-,. -; .:-... !' G.:} --; h 5.4 1, g 7.0 
::= Pet. of l'os:'lble (;1 6t; 47 
-Ii 70 l;O 39 
:; Degree il3Y.·- :"::'-,J j ~CI ,:1;8 a!l9 , .<) ~ '-):t :):~ti 1042 
D. [). /.~\"g. lncirl •. :~t_'__ 2".1 .-,. G 2. :1 , 1.3 u. ~:-; o lO 0.85 ';.1 
• 
Clm/P. CI<~." r·'" "/' :2/7 I; I I I h '.j "! I 0 10. ~ "" 12 I ... A·cr!.. ::;kv ,y;er' ';.0 :>.0 6.1i 7. I 5. 'I >.3 5.9 
'#: Pc:. of Posslblt' I 60 73 63 ti2 ')4 :;6 ')2 
- !)e(,!:"ne Days .31L D:)O 11 illi 1209 ;;43 22-1 -d5 8!H 
IJ. D.I.\-"~. bcidenc., 1~ •. >, 3.7 \ II 1.3 o. ;-,1 O.:U O. 811 2.7 
-------
CI~a:-fP. Clo;;dy I :;H! ',4 ~ 0.'3 11/7 9/'.! -1,11 ,3:'.; 1:11 a 5/9 
o A'·g. S" Cow· J G.1i 11.0 ;).8 -; .1 5.1 4_ .-, 7. I 2:': Pct. of ~'osslhle 48 6-1 58 4; :;6 .0 ')0 
- Degl'Cf> 1;.1:;5 ,'US 1467 1364 1395 :'7-1 2():! ,0 .. 'Hl 




Clear/P. Cloudy3-l! 1;7 ~l/ 11 'J I r) 7/9 
·/1l I vi Ii ~) i :-) 3/9 
'" Avg. Sky Covcr 5.7 3.7 h.6 6./j ,). \) 1.4 7. ,. 
~ Pct. of Possible 67 72 65 5G 57 37 49 
;:: [)egree I lays 7546 Ib86 1334 956 530 1:",2 634 11111 
U. [). {Avg.lncidencc 17.3 4.0 2. I 1.0 u.5·, 1).1 1.6 3 ... 
Clear/P. Cloudy 73/60 10/4 12/8 10/4 '1l2 1 (,' I 0 I') 1- 7/9 -. , 
ae Avg. Sky Cover 6. I ".4 6.1 :;.8 5.3 'l.2 6.1 
." Pct. of Possible 45 71 51 62 I);) 64 49 
:: [)e1Z ree nay s 7049 1311 1383 980 507 1 ua 370 871 
D. D./Avg. Incidence 16.5 4.'; 2.2 1.3 0.47 0.12 0.61 2.8 
Clear/P. Cloudy 63!66 9/9 8/7 "/12 7/12 11/10 9/5 5/4 
r- Avg. Sky Cover 5.7 6.3 6.3 6.0 5.0 6.7 7.7 
~ Pet. 01 PossIble 62 52 62 66 63 41 27 
- Degree Days 7422 1691 1241 1065 545 184 500 963 
D. D. fAvg. Incidence 20.7 4.4 2.7 1.2 0.48 0.22 1.2 5.5 
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to infiltration were performed for the William O'Brien site as it originally 
existed. Calculation results showed the following conditions: 
UA • 750 BTlI/Hr. - of (approx. ) 
Infiltration = 125 cfm (approx.) 
Simulation heating load analysis showed that, with 28 collector modules 
(504 sq. ft.), less than a 30/, solar contribution could be expected. Therefore, 
energy conservation ll1l!~ .. sUl'e::) were necdcd to make the site feasible for 
solar assisted heating. 
The following encrb'Y con::;crving measurcs will be made at the retrofit 
solar heating site. 
1. All windows on the house are single glaze but havc storm 
'l.\indows added dUI'ing the heating s(,ason. Due to the age of the 
structure (201 years), weatherstripping will be done on all windows 
e.woposed to outdoor conditions. 
2. The attic presently has only 4 inches of loose fill insulation. 
Six more inches of insulation will be added in the attic. 
3. The air duct in the ~Il'csent 1l:ck-under garaJ.!e. an unheated space. is 
uninsulatcd. Fiberglass blanK\:t insulation (l inch thick) will be 
provided. 
4. The walls of the exposed basemenl consist of 12 inch thick concrete 
block and al'e a lar'gc contributor' tv Uw total sensible heat loss from 
the building. Thi~ wtel'ior wall envelope will hdve 1 1/2 inch 
sty!'ofoam insulution and G/8 inch gypsum boarJ added. 
5. The main building walls have only 2 inches of fiuerglass insulation: 
more ill~ulati()n .shOUld be added. Such a renovation would be quite 
costly, and ther'c1ot"'! these walls will be left 1I1 tile!!' existing condition. 
1-5 
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8. The new adcUtlon to the house will be a ,ara,ei the present tuck-under 
,arale will be modified to house solar equipment. The present 
lara,e door will be closed with concrete blocks, and a window will 
be u~L~alled in ita place. A lao, two of the presently exposed wa1l. 
will have 3/4 inch styrofoam in."lation added, and the nt'rth facin, 
wall will be finished with 5/8 inch gypsum board. This space will 
remain unheated. 
7. The collector stand will be an inte,ral part of the Bouth facing 
residential wall. Hoth ends of the structure shall be closed off, 
.nd therefore. it will serve as a buffer shielding a tar,e portion 
of the south wall of the house from environmental conditions. 
With these proposed changes, a substantial decrease in sensible heat los. 
and also a decrease in infiltration losses was obtained. Calc'A!:.tions show 
the following conditions: 
UA • 460 BTU Ihr. - OF (approx.) 
Infiltration • 110 cfm (approx. ) 
The first parameter was reduced by 39'7. and the latter by 121. from the values 
for the original building prior cJ the energy conservation innovations. 
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c. SOLAR HEATING SYSTEM OPI'lMIZATION 
A c.) .. )uter simulation model fur the Wm. O'Brien solar heating site was 
analyzed, and results were obtained such that components optimization could 
be made. The system was analyzed for years 1957 and 1958 with final results 
based on the year 1.058. j\180 the ~nergy conservation improvements described 
earlier were imph'mented in the simulatiun model. 
The system tradcofi :;tuJy conbisted of checking the effect on space heating 
and DHW contnhutioll ~).\' .',olar cn(:q:;" for variations in the lJllmdng 
parameter!-i: 
1. Collecto!' ;,l'ea 
2. Storag~ t:mi{ size 
3. Storage tank setpoint h'mperature 
4. Collector-side heat exchanger and Molar heating coil effectiveness 
5. Collector loop flow rate 
6. DHW solar coil in storage tank. 
Not all pa ramcters WC1'C chcckL'd individually. Previous aflalyses had shown 
that small gains ~()llld be expected hV incre .. sing the indh'idual heat exchanger 
effectivt'ness ... bovc .6 and that Uw load-side heat exchangcr had a larger 
effect on incre;lsing syt;tem perfonnance. I'\lso, [rum previous analyses, 
system flow rates wcre !:Ict to approximately 12 gpm in the collector loop and 
8 gpm in both the din'd heating and heating from storage loops. Of the three 
flows, the variation of colll'ctor loop flow rate; r.as the dominant effect on 
increasing system pt'rfoI'lIlanl:e. Therefore, only the collector loop now 
variation was con~ldcrcd for optimization analysis. 
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Results of system component tradeoff analysis for total system optimization 
are summarized in Table 2. The effect of solar base year selection can be 
noted. The performance of the intiaUy proposed solar heating systpm for 
the year 1957 was 44.4% (#1) and 46.5% (#6) for the year 1958. This was 
entirely due to 1958 being a better solar year. The solar energy collected 
was 7.7% more even though the collection efficiency was lower. 2310 
compared to 24.3%. Therefore, the selection of a base year for solar 
energy demonstration can be a factor. It is desirable to naturally have high 
solar incidence. However. it is jU5t as important to have a good load heating 
season to reflect actual conditions that may be encountereu. 
The effect of varying all of the iisted parameters except collector area is 
shown in simuhtion runs #2 to #5. Simulation run #2 shows the unfavorable 
effect of having no DHW coil inside tl:le storage tank. Simulation runs #3. 
#4, and #5 show only a modest gain in total solar contribution for large 
changes in all parameters except collector area. These results indicate 
the need for more collector modules for solar energy to provide a reasonable 
portion of the house total energy load. 
Simulation runs #6, #7, and #8 show the effect of increa8ing collector area 
from 504 sq. ft. (28 modules) to 594 sq. ft. (33 modules) to 648 sq. ft. (36 
modules). The benefit is reflected mainly by the impL'o\rement in solar space 
heating contribution. and this is 8hown in Figure 2. Although the resultE' 
indicate an advantnge of having 648 sq. ft. of collector area, site space 
limitations dictated that a maximum of 33 collector modules can be installed. 
Due to the spase limitation imposed on the collector surface area, additional 



















TABLE 2. WM. 0' BRIEN SrrE TRADE-m"UDIES SUMMARY 
Storage HX Errpctlveness House Load (·olh·('tor Collector Storage Setpolnt 
, (';..r 'rea Flo .. Volume Temp. Col. Side Load Side Space Htg. DHW (sq. ft.) (gpm) (gal.) (oF) (MBIT) (MBTn 
HJ:-l; :;O~ 12 750 100 .6 .6 ~I. 4 22.2 
19:-" 504 I:! 750 100 .6 .6 81.4 22.2 
l!n7 :;04 12 7SO 90 .6 .6 81.4 22.2 
Hl57 504 12 750 100 1.0 1.0 Bl.4 22.2 
1957 504 15 1000 90 .7 .7 BI.4 22.2 
l!J:i1l 504 12 750 100 .6 .6 18.6 22.2 
19:;1\ 594 12 750 100 .6 
.6 78.6 22.2 
I!I~B 64:1 12 no 100 .6 .6 78.8 22.2 
)V58 59-1 12 1000 100 .6 
.6 78.6 22.2 
19~1I 594 12 1000 90 .1 .6 7B.6 22.2 
19511 594 12 lOOt' 95 .6 " 6 78.1 22.2 
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the gain in solar contribution by increasing the storage tank size to 1000 gallons 
capacity and decreasing the storage setpoint temperature for space heating 
from storage. Based on these results, a 1000-gallon storage tank size has been 
selected for the solar heating system. The solar gain here is due to the large 
number of hours spent in the heating-from-storage mode, and therefore, a 
larger storage tank size is beneficial • 
The improvements in solar contribution due to a decrease in storage setpoint 
temperature are given in Table 3. Tables 4 and 5 summarize the yearly power 
expenditures for the heating site as a function of storage tank setpoint temperature. 
o By going to a 90 F setpoint temperature, an additional O. 9 MBTU of energy 
are gained. This would amount to approxtr.lately$2 in fuel value. However, 
an additionall06 K\1-HR of electricity are expended at a cost of approximately 
$4.50. Therefore, no economic advantage is gained in reducing the setpoint. 
Based on simulation results and power consumption estimates for the solar 
heating system, the following design conditions are recommended for solar 
system components: 
• Collector area of 594 sq. ft. 
• Storage tank size of 1000 gallons 
• Storage tank setpoint temperature of lOOoF 
• Collector-side heat exchanger f!ffectiveness of approximately 0.6. 
• Collector loop flow rate of 12 gpm. 
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TABLE 3. EFFECT OF STORAGi SETPOINT TEMPERATURE ON 
THE PERFORMANCE OF SOLAR HEATING SYSl'EM 
Storage Space DHW Solar Contribution Solar 
Setpolnt Htl. Load Load Space Htg. DHW Total Improvement 
0 (MBTU) (MBTu) (I4BTU) (MBTU) (MBTU) (MBTU) Temp. ( F) 
100 78.6 22.2 35.1 16.5 51.6 
95 78.6 22.2 35.9 16.2 52.1 .5 
90 78.6 22.2 36.6 15.9 52.5 .9 
TABLE 4. WM. 0' BRIEN SrrE POWER EXPENDITURES FOR 
DIFFERENT MODE S OF OPERATION 
lOOoF 950 F 900 F 









Idle .048 5630 271 5564 268 5492 
Direct Heating .956 254 243 254 243 253 
Htg From Storage .726 699 508 784 570 892 
Charge Storage .486 925 450 928 451 928 
Purge .482 723 349 721 348 712 
Aux. Heating .518 478 248 459 238 433 
TABLE 5. WM.O' BRlEN SITE YEARLY ENER~Y 
SUMMARY 
Storage System Power Net Solar Power Consump. 
Setpoint Consumption Contribution Difference 
0 (KW-HRS) (MBTU) (KW-HR) TemE!' ( F) 
100 2069 51.6 
95 2118 52. 1 49 
90 2175 52.5 106 
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D. HEATING SYSTEM COMPONENT SELECTION 
The following tradeoff considerations analyzed for the important parts of the 
heating system are discussed: 
• Domestic hot water heating coil 
• Hot water heater 
• Auxiliary furnace 
• Pumps 
• Insulation 
• Heat transfer fluids 
DHW Solar Heating Coil 
A tradeoff comparison was made between using plain copper tubing and 
integral low-finned copper tubing as the preheat coil in the storage tank. As a 
result of the study, a Wolverine 60-196042-01 integral low-finned copper coil 
33 ft. long was recommended. A recent analysis showed an advantage in using 
a higher-finned coil, Wolverine 66-116038-01. With the latter coil, the same 
heating benefit can be obtained with a 5 ft. shorter coil. This would result 
in saving both material and manufacturing costs and would require less space 
in the storage tank. 
A 33 foot long Wolverine Type W /H, 66-116038-01, coil is recommended for 
use in the storage tank. The same length is specified as the previous coil, 
and therefore, the design condition has been improved. For a l600 F storage 
tank water temperature and 500p tap water, the improvement is from l250 F 
coil outlet temperature to 1330 F. This design point change is due to the fact 
that the only benefit from the system during late spring, summer, and early 
1-13 
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fall months is hot water heating. Therefore. the change was made to provide all 
hot water needs during the non-heating season portion of the year. Figures 3 
and 4 show the performance improvement of the new coU. 
Conventional Hot Water Heater , 
The hot water demand for the Wm. O'Brien site was obtained from an 
averaging procedure using the results presented in Figure 5. The daily 
hot water consumption was approximated at 20 gallons per person. The total 
demand became 80 gallons of hot water required dally for the site. To meet 
this requirement. a 40-gallon capacity hot water heater was specified for 
the Wm. O'Brien site. 
Auxiliary Furnace 
Based on simulation results for the year 1958, the peak heating load occurred 
o 
on February 12 and was 46,000 BTUH. The minimum temperature was -12 F, 
o this is above the -19 F design day temperature specified for Minnesota. Gas 
furnace sizes with 50,000 BTUB and 65,600 BTUB bonnet output were available 
from the Lennox Gll series. The model with the larger heating capacity was 
selected so that heating demands would be met for all heating seasons 
encountered at the site. 
From previous analyses, an air volume of 1000 cfm for space heating purposes 
was determined. To pass this air volume through the furnace and solar coil, 
and existing ducting in the residence, a blower speed setting of "medium high" 
is used. This will leave approximately O. 3 in. of water external static 
pressure to overcome ducting now resistance. 
1-14 
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* RESIDENTIAL WATER HEATING: FUEL CONSERVATION, ECONOMICS, AND PUBLIC 
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R-1498 NSF, MAY 1974, JAMES J. MUTCH. 
FIGURE 5. SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENCE HOT WATER SCHEDULE 
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The three circulating pumps have been selected and sized for the SFR heating 
system (Wm. O'Brien site). The final decision was based on the following 
criteria: 
• U. S. manufacturer 
• Durability and reliability 
• Serviceability 
• Fluid chemical compatibility 
• Motor size and total efficiency 
• Cost 
• Availability of vendor information 
The final pump selections and estimated conditions of operation are summarized 
in Table 6. Other manufacturers that received primary consideration were 
American Marsh. Aurora, Burke. Carver, Grundfos, Paco. Taro. and 
Thrush. In the selection procedure, the main criteria were low cost, low 
horsepower units, and adequate performance. The other factors were 
satisfied by most manufacturers considered except Grundfos, which is not a 
U. S. manufacturer and the serviceability, durability, and reliability have 
not been detern,ined since the product is relatively new in the market. 
Table 6. SFR Heating Only System Pumps 
System Motor Flow Head Effc. Power 
LocE Manufacturer Series (HE) RPM (gpm) (ft. ) ('0) (H~) 
Collector B&G 60-1 1/4 AA 1/4 1750 12.3 20 35 .178 
Direct Htg. B&G I" PR 1/6 1750 7.5 16 20 .152 
Storage B&G 1" PR 1/6 1750 8. 16 20 .162 Charging 
1-17 
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luulation Selection 
Reswts from earlier comparison studies favored the use of copper tubing 
over steel pipe in SFR buildings. Better wo!"kability and compatibility with 
water were major reasons for using copper tubing. Coupled with this was the 
type of insulation to use - fiexible or fiberglass. PreViOUS material and 
installation cost analysis showed an economic advantage in using fiexible type 
insulation with piping sizes expected in SFR housing. Flexible insulation 
3/4 inch thick has been selected for all collector subsystem piping and for all 
heated in-house piping which connects solar system components to eXisting 
internal plumbing. With reference to Figure 6, the piping heat 105s is only 
o 10 Btu/Hr per linear foot length for a 70 F temperature drop across the 
insulation. 
An indication of energy leakage from the storage tank to the house is obtainable 
from Figure 7. For 3 inches of insulation, only 2 Btu /Hr per unit surface 
area passes to the surroundings. However, this is the maximum loss and 
occurs at the two ends and the midpoint ci"~umferentlal locations of the 
cylindrical tank. Elsewhere, losses are 1.~41Ch less since the storage tank. 
is positioned in a rectangular housing with in!ulation fUUng in the void space. 
Heat Transfer F1uid Selection 
Numerous heat transfer .gents with manufacturer supplied data have been 
investigated. The fluids consisted of aqueous glycol solUtions, hydrocarbon 
oUs, and sUicone fiuids. Some of the fiuids were eliminated from consideration 
for use in the SFR solar heating systems prior to an evaluation of their 
o 0 performance. Excessive cost, instability over a -30 F to 300 F range, 
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fire hazard. lack of avallable physical property information, etc. were 
factors in the elimination process. 
An analysis to estimate the performance of the heat transfer nuid candidatea 
was done. Water was used "as a reference, and nuid performance relative to 
water was obtained. The descriptive parameter is defined as the ratio of the 
heat transterr~d to the nuid now resistance. Performance analysis resulto 
for three general groups of nuids are summarized in Figures 8 and 9. 
Superiority i£ evident in performance of 50% aqueous glycol solutions (ethylene 
a nd propylene) in the operating temperature range for present da~ SFR solar 
heating systems. 
In the same heat transfer hardware. neither of the physical cOllditions 
described by Figures 8 and 9 are strictly true by themselves. An equal 
amount of energy transfer is specified for both cor.Jitions. In FtiUre8, the 
same now rate is maintained while the average ~.emperature change is 
adjusted to force equal energy transfer. Figur~ 9 describes the opposite 
condition. The real situation would exist somewhere within the two limittne 
cases. Each individual case onl.Y holds true if the heat exchange hardware is 
designed to force the criteria described by Figure 8 and Figure 9. Such a 
comparison would have to takp into consideration heat exchanger modification 
c 08tS associated with each n\.thi. 
Based on nuld cor'lpatlbtllty properties, safety, cost, expected performance, 
ctc., 500/0 aqueous ethylene nycol has been selected for u'~e in the solar 
system at the Wm. O'Brien State Park residence. 
l-ZO 
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E. ENERGY TRANSPORT MODULE 
Objective 
To reduce installation time. asaoc1ated cost. and physical space required to 
interconnect residential solar hydronic sUbsystems. a majority of the Energy 
Transport Module (ETM) subsystem components have been modularized into a 
factory-built cabinet (see Appendix F). The resulting ETM. when incorporated 
properly into a solar heating system. wUl provide a consistent. flexible 
interface between subsystems in various residential applications. 
Design Goals 
The ETM was designed to achieve the best matrix and arrangement of components 
within a functional. compact cabinet. Of the system components. 30 percent 
are included within the ETM (see Table 7 and Figures 10 and 11). Tradeoffs 
have been made between component installation costs of on-site work against 
shop installation costs for the modules. The constraints analyzed included. 
but were not limited to. the following: 
General 
1) Accommodation of the constraints listed below will not adversely affect 
the function or efficiency of the Energy Transport Subsystem. 
2) The ETM must interface with various-sized residential solar heating 
systems. 
3) Requirements of the Residential Interim Performance Criteria (Jan. 1. 1973) 
must be met. 
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TOTAL = 23 
COMPONENT 
Pumps 




Pressure relief valve 
Motorized, 2 -position valve 
Flow balancing valves 
Drain valves 
Strainer 
Solar Control Panel 
Low level indicator 
Re lief catch basin 
Components with ETM (plus piping, fitting. wiring, 
and insulation) 
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PIPE AND FITTINGS 
FIGURE 10. ENERGY TRANSPORT MODULE 
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FIGURE 11. ETM COMPONENT/PLUMBING SCHEMATIC 
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Shipping & Installation 
4) ETM must possess sufficient structural strength to sustain (undamaged) 
transport to the installation site. 
5) Weight to be consistent with residential installations requiring no more 
than twtJ men to handle the module. 
6) Outside dimensions such that modules can be placed inside buildings without 
special entrance requirements. 
7) The number of plumbing and electrical installation connections are kept 
to a minimum and they must be readily accessible. 
Operation 
8) All serviceable components are field removable without disassembly of 
the other module components. 
9) Module internal temperatures are held to a level consistent with the 
service requirements of the equipment 
10) Noise levels are held to a reasonable level consistent with residential 
ins tallations 
11) System can be leak checked and its operation checked prior to shipment. 
Design Tradeoffs 
The final ETM design evolved after investigating some fifteen component 
arrangements and holding numerous design review meetings with solar system 
engineers, plumbers, and mechanical/ cabinet designers. It was determined 
that horizontally-mounted pumps and heat exchangers provided optimum 
performance and ease of mounting. With cabinet size being critical, a 
diaphragm expansion tank is preferred over a standard air cushion expansion 
tank since it can be physically smaller while providing the same function. Also 
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a diaphragm-type tank eliminates the expansion tal1k "water logging" problem. 
Ease of installing the ETM on site and its adaptability into various system 
layouts were studied: the preferred cabinet design was one with all external 
connections through the same area of the cabinet top. 
These component and installation criteria, a continuous effort to avoid air 
entrapment in plumbing lines, and attention paid to the previously mentioned 
design goals were considered during investigation of various ETM component 
orientations and plumbing arrangements. Finally, using the resulting basic 
ETM design, cabinet compactness was traded off against accessibility to, 
and function of, its components. 
To determine the best insulating technique, foams, batting, individually 
insulated piping, and loose fill insulation were investigated. Fire, tOxicity, 
and difficult removal are foam characteristics that excluded its use for the 
small quantity of demonstration modules, though some special types of foam 
have potential in large quantity application. Use of batting and individually 
insulating piping requires a considerable amount of labor time. Final 
selection was the use of loose wool and some standard piping insulation. 
Final Energy Transport Module Design 
'Characteristics of the ETM design, based on the above tradeoffs and goals. 
are described below: 
General 
1 
& 2) The ETM will provide a functional, efficient interface SUbsystem for the 
two systems designed in this program and also for a majority of other 
residential sola.I' heating app).ications. 
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3) The fifty-seven Interim Performance Criteria requirements for Jolar 
Energy. Transport sUbsystems. which directly affect the ETM. have been 
analyzed and are met. Some requirements are discussed in this study: 
others (such as thermal expansion of fiu1,ds and piping. relief valves and 
vents, fire standards, and component design lifetimes) are, discussed in 
the verification report. 
Shipping and Installation 
4) The cabinet will be fabricated with 12-gauge formed steel cOrntH' framing 
with welded jOints and lighter-weight removable panels. The cabinet has 
been designed to withstand shipping loads (in its operational orientation) 
und handling during installation (cabinet will be handled usiag the side 
opposite the solar control box as the base). 
5) ETM shipping and installation weight is about 200 pounds for components 
and about 150 pounds for the cabinet. or 350 pounds total. 
6) The ETM external dimensions are: 28 inches wide, 32 inches high, and 
45 inches long (this 45 inches would be along the wall in a usual installation). 
In its nandling orientation, it can be placed on a dolly. resulting in amplt. 
clearance between doorways an:.! the 28-inch-wide cabinet. 
7) The basic installation procedure consists of setting the ETM in place and 
connecting the plumbing and external control wiring to it from the other 
SUbsystems. (The ETM is internally pre-wired.) The above actions and 
all others required for system startup are performed external to the 
cabinet or inside the cabinet through one of the removable access panels. 
Operation 
8) Serviceable components. both hydronic and electrical. have been made 
readily accessible due to internal plumbing arrangement, cabinet design 
(note that the Solar Control Dox is externally mounted with its hinged door 
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exposed), insulation techniques, and removable access panels. The 
extent of access can also accommodate nonroutine work. such as on-site 
installation of Site Data Acquisition sensors or the repair/removal of a 
plumbing segment or component. Space adjacent to electric motors, 
removable union-type fittings for each pump, and components with 
replaceable elements allow for required servicing. 
9) The insulation technique selected for the ETM was based on the following 
criteria. which must be simultaneously satisfied: 
a) An allowable upper temperature limit (llO-1250 F) for interior ambient 
air surrounding electric motors. 
b) Cabinet exterior temperature less than l400 F. 
c) Compared to the overall house cooling load, the uncontrolled heat loss 
from the ETM must be minimal during summer months. 
d) System efficiency due to E'!".M heat loss should be negligible. 
To accomplish the above, component arrangement was such that those 
requiring insulation and minimal servicing (such as the heat exchanger 
and long pipe runs) would be separated from those requiring free-flow, 
low-temperature ambient air and some servicing (such as pump and diverting 
valve motors). The heat exchanger and majority of long pipe runs were 
located in the upper portion of the cabinet. A 44-inch by 28-inch steei 
divider secured under the heat exchanger totally encloses this upper 
portion, which is then filkd with loose insulation. The air temperature 
in the lower portion is kept below the design maximum by insulating 
straight pipe runs, providing louvers in the side panels. and allowinl~ 
natural convection and air movement caused by pump motors to vent out 
any excess heat. Additionally. with this insulation technique, the criterion 
of l400 F cabinet temperature, overall system efficiency, and negligible 
uncontrolled heat loss from the ETM were satisfied. 
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10) The noise level produced by the ETM in operation is low, due; t(): 
a) Pump selection (noise-pertinent criteria was a well .. dcsigtl~d, quiet 
operating, 1750 rpm, elastically-,_oupled pump and motor). 
b) Design now rate maintains three (3) feet per sE'cond now through 
plumbing, which is less than ASHRAE' s recommended rate of 4 feet 
per second. 
c) Water hammer within module is minimized by use of a slow-operating 
diverting-type motorized valve. 
11) All modules will be tested for leaks, functional and potential shipping 
problems. Suitable draining and fUlin;~ procedures are developed, and 
operation and installation procedures are delineated. 
Heat Exchanger Analysis 
The method used to determine the overall heat exchanger dimensions and 
design parameters is primarily the method of Kays and London. The following 
general assumptions are made in the calculationfl: 
• The heat exchanger is considered adiabatic 
• Fluid flow is steady with constant properties 
• The overall heat conductance is considered to be constant for given 
conditions. 
• A counterflow configuration is used 
• The process requirements at design conditions are determined by the 
solar system predicted performance. 
Physical Description 
The geometrical and physical characteristics of the heat exchanger are shown 




completely immersed in the heating fluid on the shell side. Heat transfer 
intensification of the copper tubing (type M) is produced by additional ,eneration 
of turbulence on the inner and outer surface of the tube. BaSically, two types 
of enhanced surfaces are considered: 
• Circular smooth tube with bilateral heat transfer intensification. 
This corrugating style is a single-start helical shape performed 
without decreaSing the wall thickness or increaSing the outside 
diameter of the tube. 
• Spirally fluted tubing that increases the radial velocity components. 
The associated radial mass flow increases the internal fUm co~fflclent. 
Performance> Predictions 
Based on solar system output, the following design conditions were selected 
for the heat exchanger performance requirt:ments: 
. 0 
• Collector fluid temperature drop of 10 F 
• Collector fluid flow rate of 12 gpm. 
Thus the total heat transfer through the heat exchanger amounts to 55,000 
Btu/Hr. With a heated fluid flow r::;.te of 8 gpm at l200 F and a collector outlet 
temperature of l40
o
F, the heat exchanger effectiveness is expected to be 
apprOXimately 0.70. This reduces to a predicted overall heat transfer 
o 
coefficient (VI\) of 7000 Btu/Hr F resulting from the individual heat transfer 
coefficients. Pressure drop correlations based on manufacturers data Show 
an increase of 2.4 times the pressur(! drop for an equivalent plain tube heat 
exchanger. But the overall pressure drop on the collector fluid is expected 
to be maintained close to 4.0 psi. 
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2.0 VERFICATION STATUS SUMMARY 
SINGLE FAMILY HEATING 
A. GENERAL 
Heatine syste:n desien and development verification is the process of 
provine that the components and the Iystem meet applicable physical 
and functional requirements al set forth in the Interim Performance 
Criteria (ref. Section II of the contract Statement of Work) and the 
System Performance Specification. 
This document summarizes the present Itatul of verification for a 
single family heating system. 
Attached to this summary report are verification matrices for each of the 
functional subsystems in the heating system. Each matrix relates 
applicable subsy,tem and system performance requirements (interim 
criteria) to selected verification mt!thods. Each Interim performance 
criteria paragraph in the matrix has been or is to be verified by 
similarity. analysis. test or inspf'ction. In the development and qualifi-
cation phases all verification is by similarity. analysis or test. In 
the acceptance phase aU verification il by inspection or test. 
B. MATRICES 
On the attached matricis the method of verification is indicated by the 
following code: 
1. a similarity 
2. a analysis 
3. a inspection 
4. :: test 
The present status of each verification item is indicated by a code al 
follows: 
C : complete 
I :: incomplete 
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3.0 ORA WINGS AN 1> HONEYWELL/GOVERNMENT 
FURj~ISHED EQUIPMENT Llsr 
Installation drawings of all single family heating subsystems are included 
in appendices A throu~h F. Appendix A i. ent.iUed System Intf!graUon 
and lervel aa a top drawing for the subsy.tem designed by Honeywell; it 
Hats the requirements for' integration of the subsystems into the site 
and dwe lUng. 
The inltallation drawings included in appendices A throueh F delineate 
the material nee(bd to install the Solar Beatin" System. Only part of the 
material Ihown on these drawings will be furnished by Honeywe1l for NASA. 
To assist the archltect in preparation of the request for bids, the 11at 
of Honeywell/Government furnished equipment was compiled. This li.t 




HONEYWELL-GOVERNMENT FURNISHED EaUIPMENT REF.: NAS8-l2093 
Single Family Residence 
TOP DWG. NO.: ,SK- 14~ry57 
DATE: June 27. 19; j 
REVISED: June 2':'. 1"7. 
SYSTEr-\ . Solar lTeatinl! ~ ~ - LOCATION! Wm. O'Brien State Park. :".i11watcr. ~.,;,~ . . 
SUBSYSTEM QUANTITY UNIT DESCRIPTION PART NO. MANUFACTURER 
Collector 33 Solar Collector LSC-18-1S Lennox Illdustril'9 
6 Header Assembly SK-142064-2C Honeywell 
2 Header Assembly SK-142064-IC Honeywell 
2 Header Assembly SK-142064-1B Honeywell 
19 Hose Assembly SK-142066 Honeywell 
28 3/8 npt Coupl ing 4738-6-6 i..Aeroquip 
38 3/8 npt Coupling FFl162-0606B Aeroquip 
1 Purge Cool ing Unit CBHW3-1 Lennox Industrif's 
Sto":.~·6i 1 Tank-Hot \bter Storage SK 14200 Ho"eywell 
J'\1:~il;lI ,'Y Fncrgv " 1 Furnace-Gas GllQ3-82V Lennox Indu.;tl·i.c~ 
Spar e Hf!'lt t 1 Space Heat Coil CW3-45 Lennox lndustl'it 5t 
Donll-5tic 1I0t 1 Heater - Bot Water 40-GK35C Lochinvar 
Water 1 Valve-Mixing 70 A - 3/4" Watts Req. 
Energy Transport 1 Module-Energy Transport SK-142065 Honeywell 
20 gal. Dowtherm SR-l 
Control 1 Aquastat L6008CI065 Honeywell 
1 A qua stat L4008BI013 Honeywell 
I Thermostat T872CI004 Honeywell 
1 Sub Base Q672 Bl004 Honeywell 
1 Valve V4331AIOD3 Honeywell 












IiONEYWELL-GOVERNMENT FURNISHED EaUIPMENT REF.: NAS8-l2093 
TOP DWG. NO.: SK- l~~O~i 
DATE: June 2;. 197; 
Single Family Residence REVISED: _______ _ 
S)'::iiTElA' Solar neatinl! LOCAT I ON' Wm. O'Brien State Park. Stil1\\"ate r. ~.lir~n . .. • :I • . . r' ""'YSTEM QUANTITY UNIT DESCRIPTION PART NO. MANUFACTURER ;,;.:a;, 
.:.~----
! 
: i Control 2 Sensor C773BIOOS Honeywell 
2 Wells 122555B Honeywell 
i 1 Case assembly 1128921'" Honeywell 
Site Data Acq~ . 1 Site n..ta Acq. l\lod'Jle 
I Junction Box 
• Sensor - Total Radiation (1001) • 
I Sensor - Outdoor .\mbient (TOOl) 
) Sensor·- Collect Inlf~t (TlOO) 
1 Sensor - Collector Dir£. (TOIOl) 
! Sensor - HX Solar IlIlet (TlO2) 
· 
Sensor - IIX Sola r Drer. (TOI03) 
1 Sensor - HX Hot \\ater (T200) 
; Sensor - HX Hot \\ate,.. Diff. (TD201) 
1 Sensor - Storage Tank Top (T202) 
1 Sensor - Storage Ta'lk :\1 (T203) 
1 Sensor - Storage Tank 0 (T204) 
1 Sensor - Domestic ('old (T300) 
Water 
1 Sensor - Solar OJl\\' Prelleal (TD30l) 
1 Sensor - Heating Coil IfW ,T400) 
1 Sensor - Heating Coil DifC. (TD40l) 
1 Sensor - Eeating Coil Air (T600) 
J Sensor - Heating Coil DiCC. (TD60}) 
1 Sensor - Collector now Ratl (WlOO) 
1 Sensor ~ Storage Flo'N i1ate (W200) 
1 Sensor - OHW Flow H.:lte (W300) 
. ,. 








HONEYWELL-GOVERNMENT FURNISHED EQUIPMENT REF.: NAS8-32093 
TOP DWG. NO.: SK- 1~~057 
DATE: June 2';'. 1':»7; 
Single Family Residence REVISED: ______ _ 
SYSTEr1' Solar Heatinl! LOCATION' Wm. O'Brien State Park. Stilh,:~,.t. r', 'P",:l , • . -
SUBSYSTEM QUANTITY UNIT DESCRIPTION PART NO. MANUFACTURER 
-
Site Da.ta Acq. 1 Sensor - Heating Coil Flow (\\'400) 
1 Sensor - Collector Pu mp (EPIOO) 
Pwr 
1 Sensor - Storage Pump P"vr (EP200) 
1 Sensor - Heating Pump Pwr EP4(0) 
1 Sensor - Furnace Fan Pwr (EP40l) 
1 ~:msor - Natural Gas Flow (F400) 
1 Sensor - Heat Rej. Fan Pwr (EPtO!) 
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ENERGV RESOURCESCENTEfI CODE IDENTIFICATION NO. 51113 
HONEYWELL REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION NO. I HRS 
THIS HONEYWELL REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION IS FOR: 
System Perfurmance Specifications 
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SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION 
SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION 
Specification No. SFRH-l 
Page Date 6 Febru:.::t!976 
Page -L Of 
Revised June 30, 1977 
This section defines the performance and installation drawings for 
Residential Heating System, Honeywell Inc. , System Model Number 
SFR-756H-1. 
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SHEETS 
~ 
The system shall be installed in a residence in the William O' Brien 
State Park, in the county of Washington, state of Minnesota. 
Heating Capacity -
The system will provide solar energy for 45 '-of the average total heating 
load1 during the heating season2 based on an average total heating load of 
6.6 x 106 BTU/Month3 and a peak heating load of 45,220 BTU/hr. on 
February 16, 1958 (-12°F). 
Footnotes: 
1. Yearly heating (or cooling) load minus auxiliary supplied for heating 
(or cooling) divided by the yearly total heating (or cooling) load. 
2. Based on the number of months that have a heating (or cooling) load. 
3. Total yearly heating (or cooling) load divided by the number of months 
that have a heating (or cooling) load. 
z-z 
Auxiliary Energy -
The average rate of auxiliary energy used for heating shall be no greater 
than 6.1 x 106 BTU /Month of the total energy required for heating, including 
hot water. 4 This shall be no greater than 6'70 of the total energy required 
for heating. 5 
Footnotes: 4. Average monthly auxiliary energy is the total auxiliary for heating and 
hot water (or cooling) divided by the number of months that have auxiliary 
for heating and hot water (or cooling). 
5. Average monthly auxiliary energy divided by total yearly load for heating 
and hot water (or cooling). 
2.-3 
. , 
. 9 l.. • 
·-: 04$ '''*; , .. ... ~ "i • 4!J F ; Ii. $4-*'. 
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION 
Hot Water -
Specification No. SFRH-l 
Page Date 6 February 1976 
Page 2 of 4 
Revised 30 June 1977 
40 gallons of potable (or usable) hot water shall be delivered at no less than 
3 gal/min at temperatures no less than l40oF. Recovery time shall be no 
greater than .75 hours. The average hot water heating load will be 1.9 x 106 
BTU/Month of which 260/0 is provided by auxiliary energy. 
Operating Requirements -
The maximum electrical energy required to drive only the solar portion of the 
system at its rated capacity shall be no greater than • 5 K. W. The maximum 
electrical energy required to drive the complete system shall be no greater 
than 1. 0 K. W. The average yearly electrical energy required to drive the 
system shall be no greater than 2200 K. W. H. 
Physical Data - Table III 
The following subsystems shall have: 
Expected life no Weight (filled) no Installation 
less than: sreater than dimensions: 
Heating 10 yrs. 34 lbs. 23" x 18" x 8" 
Cooling NA yrs. NA lh!=l. NA 
Auxiliary Energy 10 yrs. 194 lbs. 49"x2l 1/4"x22" 
Storage 10 yrs. 95001bs. 6411 xia. x72" 1m g 
Potable Water Preheat 10 yrs. 40 lbs. 7 3/4" dia. x 30" lQng 
Potable Water 10 yrso 475 lbs. 20"dia. x 50 3/16" high 
Collector 10 yrs. 9 0 C 1l:,s/ft2 3' x 6' x 6 1/2" ea. 
Energy Transport 10 yrs. TBD NA 
Controls 10 yrs. TBD NA 
2-4 
• 
1 • .'. .. 
l 
Specification N:>. SFRH-1 
Page Date 6 February 1976 
Page 4 of ~_4 __ 
Revised 30 June 1977 
Performance Analysis Summary for William O'Brien State Park residence 
in Washington County. Minnesota. 
Load (106 Btu) Auxiliary (l06 Btu) 
Month Heating: Hot Water Heating: Hot Water 
1 13.8 1.9 10.0 1.2 
2 15. 1 1.8 8.3 1.0 
3 10.2 2.1 5.8 0.8 
4 4.9 2.0 0.8. 0.4 
5 1.8 2.0 0.0 0.1 
6 1.3 1.9 0.0 0.0 
7 0.4 1.8 0.0 0.0 
8 0.4 1.7 0.0 0.0 
9 1.2 1.7 0.0 0.0 
10 3.4 1.7 0.2 0.2 
11 8.4 1.7 4.3 0.7 
12 17.7 1.9 13.9 1. 3 




SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION 
Specification No. SFRH-1 
Page Date 6 February 1976 
Page 3 of 4 
Revised 30 June 1977 










SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENCE 
SYSTEM INTEGRATION 
SUBSYSTEM DRAWING SCHEDULE 
Collecter Subsystem 
Storage Subsystem 
Auxiliary Energy and Space 
Heating Subsystems 
Hot Water Subsystem 
Energy Transport Subsystem 
Control Subsystem 
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28 June 1977 
SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 




Operational Site at 
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SPECIAL HANDLING lN8rALLATION AND MAINTENANCE TOOL LIST 
1. 0 Analysis 
An analysis of the subsystem installations was condllcted to determine 
if special handling or installation tools ar~ required for a single 
family heating solar system. 
A tool or piece of equipm~nt is assumed to be special if a typical 
HVAC contr-actor docs not have the tool or equipm(~nt or that he cannot 
obtain an infrequently used tool 0,' equipment thl'ough local hire. 
To assure complete analysis. the matrix presented.n Fieure 1 was used. 
Those blocks marked in the matrix with a note represent items d.!cmed 
unusual or questionable as to their status as standard equipment; each 
item 1 ... s been investigated in more detail. The results of this further 
investigation and the availability of tools or eqUipment is presented in the 
notes following the matrix. 
2.0 Conclusions 
The conclusion of this analysis is that there are no speCial purpose 
tools or <>quipmen t required i.1 a single family solar heaEng system. 
All tool:; or eqUipment required would be possessed by a typical HVAC 
contractor or be available through local hire. 
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OUR ~VAI.1l'Y 
TilL! 
COLL[CfOl auIS'STEM NOh I N/" N/" NOf( .. NOH I NOf( 4 
(NUG, UOIIAGl 1IOt( I ,.1" N/" N/" NIl. N/", 
""CE ","TlfIG N/" N/" NI" NIl. NIA N/A 
AUIIIU""" (NUG'( sUlsvsnPl N/" NIA N/" N!.' NIl. N/A 
"0' ""111 SUIS'S'EM NIA N/" NIl. ,./A N/A ,./A 
lNEII~' ''',,"SPOIlT SUftSYSfCM NIA ",. NIl. NIA "IIA N/. 
CONllIOlS SUISYS'(" ,./" N/" N/" NIA N/. N/A 
lllCTRICAl SUIS'S'l" NIA N/" NIA .. /1. HI", .. II. 
IN't'RATION MARDMAllf .. /A NIl. N/'" N/A I HI" "/A 
Figure 1. Special Tools and Handling Equipment Analysis 
3.0 Notes 
Note 1: 
Collec-tor and storale tank installation will require a crane or lilt 
truck. Thia is ava~lable for local hire in any location. 
Note 2: 
Pre~8ure testing will require an air compressor, which is either in 
the inventory of an HVAC contractor or i;3 available on a daily rental 
basia. 
Note 3: 
Fluid installation in the collector loop will require a ~~sitive dillplacement 
pump and fittings. ThiF. is standard llVAC equipment used for fillinl 
hydronic heating systems. 
Note 4: 
Measurements made during sy.:em balancing will require pressure lauges 
and differential pressure gauges. These gauges are the same a8 those used 
for hydronic heating system balancing and should be in the possession of a 
typical HVAC contractor. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This spare parts list is submitted under Data Item 16 for the Single 
Family Res idential Solar Heating System being installed in Wm 0' Brien 
State Park. Stillwater. Minnesota. 
2.0 DEFINITIONS 
a) Spare parts are those repair parts NASA/MSFC should procure 
and have on hand in case of subsystem/component failure because 
the item is a "non-standard" device or "one of a kind" device and 
repair parts would probably not be available. 
b) Replacement parts are those repair parts that the component sup-
plier could be expected to provide normally as HVAC industry 
standard practice. These replacement parts are normally avail-
able for all standard/catalog items. 
3.0 BASIS 
This spare parts list was determined utilizing a support philosophy that 
relies upon the HVAC dealt!r/distributor/factory to provide replacement 
parts when required. Only in those subsystems/components where it is 
not a "standard" component will replacement parts be recommended as 
spare parts. 
4-2. 
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3.0 BASIS (continued) 
The screening criteria UH(~d, classified all componc1ns that were passive, 
i. e. pipes, tanks, heat exchangers. coils. cabinetry. etc. with "P." 
Only active (A) components were reviewed to determine if the item was 
"standard/catalog" (std) or "special" (sp). 'fable 1 lists all the solar 
heating components and their classification and type. 
4.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 
There are no items recommended as spare part::; for the SFR Solar 
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TABLE 1. SPARE PARTS LISl' 
FURNISHED EQUIPMENT SPARES SELECTION 
rll ~ ... \r .---. __ • ..JOt.I'_.''''''1 ..... 11 •• 
t.:~IT DESCRIPTIO],; P,\RT NO MANt:FACTt:RER / 
Solar Collector L5C-18-IS Leonnm Industries 
Header :\sM"mbly 5"-142064-2C H.,...,yweU 
Header A:,::;embly 5K-142064-IC II OI"Ie'!'Wf' I I 
lIf>ade r Assembly SK-142064-IB lIoneywell 
Host:: .-\ssl"'mbly 5K-142066 Uoneywell 
J/8 npl Couphng 4738-6-6 Aeroqu.p 
J/8 npl Couplmg FF 11 62 -06(168 Aeroqulp 
Purge Cooling t.:nat CHHW3-1 Lennox Industr~e. 
~. 
Tank-Hot Water Storage 5"-14200 lIoneywell 
Includes Hot Water Co.} S"-H2008A Honeywell 
Furnace-Gas CIIQ3-82V Lennox Indus,trlea 
!:op.,,-e lIeat COli CW3-45 LeMOS lndustrles 
Ih:ater-Jlot Water 40-C"3;<: Lochlnvar 
\'~l\'c-\hx:ng 7!IA-3/4" Walls Req. 
\Iodule-Energy Transport SK-142065 Honeywell 
as L1Sh.'d 13clow 
Pun,p 1,'4 hp SerIes 60-IIS B.1I and Gossett 
Pur::".- 1/16 hp SerIes PR-I aeli and Cossell 
1I •. ,;..,t Excbanger 5K-140184 Honeywell 
T ank-ExpanslOil Model 30 Elltrol Amtrol 
Srper~tor-Alr Model4S1 Amtrol 
\'(>nt-,\lr !ltodcl 690 An:trol 
\ ~~l\"e- .. \lr 1/8u Radlator Air Hammond 
V al' .. ( -Rf llf~·r !llodel 480-36 Be II and Gossell 
\';,I\:e-Uual V4331-AI003 Honeywell 
\'a!\,e-S ... lancl1\g !l1odcl CB-I 1/4 Bell and Gossett 
\'31\'~'-B31ancl1\g Model CB-I Be II and Cos_II 
Vah·c-L.n Check Model BA-l 1/4 B~1I and Gossett 
\' ahe -Swulg Check Model B-J09 Stockham 
\'alve-Dra.n/F·ll Model 7111-1/2 lIamr1l()nd 
Or~:'I-Couphnc: 701-0-1 Nibco 
Stralner-Plpebne Style S-I 1/ 4 Strong 
SWitch-Low Pressure PIN 3815936 General Motora 
P..,nl"l - Solar Control Model W968A Honeywell 
Cablnel-ETM LR-19S0 LeRae 
Aquast.t L6008CI06S Honeywell 
Aquastal L400881013 Honeywell 
Thcrr'lostat T172Cl004 Honeywell 
Sub BaH Q612BI004 lIoneywell 
Valve V4331AI003 Horwywell 
Sensor Shield SK-142067 Honey .. ·ell 
Sensor C71JBlOO5 HoneyweU 
Well. 122SSS8 Honeywell 
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MANUAL OUT LINE 
2E.!ration 
I. System Function 
II. System Components 
(Refer to Appendices) 
Maintenance 
I. System Monitoring / 
II. Periodic Maintenance Schedule 
III. System Components 




II. Subsystems and Components 
(Refer to Appendices) 










Manual - Solar Collector 
Manual - Purge Cooling Unit 
Manual - Furnace, Gas 
Specification - Spat:e Heat Coil 
Catalog Sheet Manual - Domestic Hot Water Heater 
Manual - Energy Transport Module 
Manual - Control 
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1. 0 Ilft'RODt'CTION 
Thl. docameat ha. a twofold purpo.e: 
• To Ideatlty and cate.,rl.e actual or poteatlal ha.ards or 
buardoUII condlttonG in sllllie-famlly. multiple-family, and 
commercial solar ~eatlnc systeml. 
• To IdenUly. rationaU.e. aDd document measure. to 
eliminate or mltinate these hazard •• 
The.e precautionary activities will continue through Iystem development, 
aDd this document win be "'vi~ed as neceasary to enlure it. complete .... 
prior to tbe beaUna .y.em. Prototype Design Review. An ran,.1ona will 
be approved by the program manager and will be recorded In th. revl.lon 10,. 
2. 0 DICTIONAR Y 
Hazard - A ha.ard I. any actual or potential condition that could caUl. 
injury or death to persona. or dam .. e to or 10 •• of eqUipment or property. 
Halard Level - A qualitative categorlntlon of halards In terml of potential 
cona.quenc ... 
Thefol1owlng hazard levels which pertain in thil program re.ult from con-
ditions such that user error. environment. deilin characteristic.. proce-
dural deliclencle., or component or .ub.y.em fallure could caus. the •• 
types of damale: 
Catelory I - Ne,UIib1e - Will not rf/sult in Injury to persona 











~.. .' - , " . 
- • ~ ~ \'.' <. 
Remed '/18/'1'1 
cat • .,. D • Marti_l - Can, U DOt controlled, "nit In mlaor 
iDj1ll"J to per.,. or dam ... to equipment or 
atructu ..... 
CatelOry m - Critical - Cu U not colltro11ed. renlt In .erlou 
Injury to peraou or m.jor damap to equlpment 
or atructures. 
eate,orylV - Catastrophic - Can, If not controlled caus. d.ath 
to per.ona or d.atI'1Ictlon of .qulpment or structures. 
Huard Control- Actiou th.t elimin.t.. or mlttpte hazards. Tb. hazard 
. control technlqu.s b.low are in de.eendln, ord.r of prete renee. The htabeat 
level of practical action will be taken In a atven case, wltb the ,0.1 in all 
c •••• beiDI to reduee the hazard to the C.t.,ory I level, or below. t. e •• 
minimize tt even furth.r. 
(1) ~sle for Minimum Hazard - The m.jor effol~ durt .. tb. 
de.II'D phue. wtll b. directed toward .electt •• ppropriate 
deslen satety feature., e.,., f.ila"e, redundancy. 
(I) Safety Devices - Known haz.~'CIs that cam<ot be eUmtated 
from tho de.1ID wiUbe reduced to an acceptable level tbroup 
U5e of approprlate s"ety de, Ices. 
(3) Warnl. Device! - When tt I. Dot practic.l to preclude the 
existence or occurrence of .n identified haz.rd, a device 
that will detect it and provide time 1, wamine will be _ed. 
(t) Spectal Procedure! - When none of tbe ahoYe t. fe .. lble, 
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a~ 0 IDBIft'IPICATlON AND CONTROL OF HAZARDS 
Tbl. proae .. wlU, .. 1tatecI. be eontlnuoa. dari", eYlltelft dr.te1opment. witb 
the pi be", to reduce all haa&rd. to the CatelOry 11e .. l or below. 
Table 1 ,. a 1181 of tdentltl"" hanrd.. the leve18 to which they are basard., 
etements expo.ed to them (per.one (p), equipment (e), and Itructurel (e)], 
aDd corrective actions to eliminate or mtnimise them. 
4. 0 RATIONALE FOR CORRECTIVE ACTION 
Clu. (2), (3) and (4) corrective "clio .. 1.ave re.idual hat..rd potential 
.. eoelated with fallure of a eafety device, fallure of or failure to h"d a 
wami .. device, or failure to follow procedures properly, "'''be rationale 
for acceptt.., this re8idual hasard rather than strivlDi lor a fail-aale de.lID 
in all of Its aspect. il let forth be low • 

















TABLE 1. HAZARDS AND CORRECTIVE ACTION 
S,'lIrce o f !I J7 a rd 
I'luO\b",~ dc fc r l S 
LI~'ctrirJ I d...rc c t s 
('ont rols 
EXCt'"S S \ V L' t clTI }JcratJ r c s 
Excess IVE' pr,, ~ su rt: s 
Fi,' c 
In c r c· ... s uJ fi" e h ... za ,'d du~ t e 
s o la r sys t e ms 
Heduc",d bu il ding ftr 
r es isl a nce due l u in s l a ll a tio n 
Toxi c :lnd FIJmm ... bl e Fluids 
[) r ,dnJ g c' of o \' e di ow 
l nd.·t e e kc. k .· ks 
Eme r g"nr ,' C onditIOns 
Illo ( kc' u l'rnerg c n c \, ('xit s 
Bloc kcu "me rgcn c j' a cc ess 
In con"pk llous I ina c ces s i b le 
contro l s 
Pro t l'ct ion o f \t ':lt e r ~ ,\ir 
C o n ta m i ndtioll o f po t .lbl e wa t (' ,' 
Excessive Surf.1(·e 
T empera tures 
P e r s o nn l'1 bu rns 
F"' Cl lit\' J nd Si t e 
Fall' Snow a nd Ice 
I. e ve l r.xposu r e 
Ifl p. e . s 
1\' p. e, 5 
II e . s 
II p. e 
1\ p . e . s 
IV p. e. S 
1 \' . II p, 5 
I\' . if p. s 
1\' p 
IV P . S 




















O(scr i pt i o n 
Design to Codc 
Design t o Code 
Purge coil r emove s e xcess h '!a t preventing 
tempe rature buil d up. 
Pre s su r e reli e f v;; l ves a nd expa nsion t a nks 
pro vided o n pre s surized loops. 
Hea t tra n s fe r n u ids a r c "lon-namma bl 
l"o uns ea l e d pen "t r a t ion s o f fi r e r e t a rd in/!" 
m e mbe rs o r wall s . 
Reference 
Drawing 5K 142057 
Drawing SK 142057 
Drawing SK 142049 
Drawing SK 142053 
Drawing SK 142053 
Drawing SK 142057 
Ove rnow pro tect ion provid e d I Dra wing S K 142053 
Th e c ollector l \.lop is pro t ec t ed by a pre s s ure brawing SK 14205 3 
sens or to warn occupa nl s of l ea ks. 
Sol a r equ ipmcnt du('s 110t bloc k any 
porl a l s or "indo ws 
Cant ro ls conspicuous l y rna rk e d a nd 
lo c a ted in acces s ible a rea 
Doubl e po i nt of fai l ure Letw e!! n l OA I C 
nui d a nd pot a bl e wa l e r 
/ 111 s lIrf:lc es in h uman occu pied spaces are 
insulated to pre ven t t em pe r ... t u,'e:; in e 'tcess 
of 1600 F. 
Site int eg r a tion prerludes fa ll ing s now or 
ice in walkways o r oc c upi ed a rea s. 
Drawing SI< 142057 
Drawing SK 142054 
Drawing 5K 142057 
Drawing 5K 142050 
Drawing 5K 142057 
Drawing SK 1421)53 













TABLE 1. HAZARDS AND CORREcrIVE ACI'ION 
Corrective Action 
S,)lIrce pr !fa 73 rd l.e' .. e1 Exposure T)pe D, "eription 
Plumhi"~ defects II! p. e, s (l) Design to CodE' 
E1o:ctrical defects I .. ' p. e. s (1) Design to Code 
Controls 
Exct'ssivc tt:lnp(: r'at..JrC"s II e, S (l) Purge coil removes excess h~at preventing 
temperature buildup. 
Excessive prc"surt:s II P. e (l) Pressure relief v .. 1..-es and expansion tanks 
provided on pressurized loops. 
Fire 
Incr.,ascd fir'e het za rd due to IV p, e. s (l) HE'at transfer nuids are 'lon-nammable 
solar systems 
Hpduc'?d building fire IV p. e. s (l) No unsealed pen"trations of fire retardinjt 
resistance due to installation members or walls. 
Toxic and Fbmmable Fluids 
[) r"inag<' of o\'ed1u", IV, II p. s (l) Overnow protection provided 
t' nd"teet"" \e,-ks IV, if p. s (l) The collector loop is protected by a pressure 
sensor to warn occupants of leaks. 
Emcrg"n('\' Conditions 
Bloc kt'J emergen,\' exits IV p (1) Solar equipment dot'S not block any 
Blockpd "mergpnc~' a('cess IV 1'. S (l) portals or windows 
Inconspi c't/ous / in;] ccess ib Ie 
III e. S 0) Controls conspicuously marked and 
controls located in accessible area 
Proh'ctil>r. of Water" .\ir 
Conta mindtion of poLible water tV P (1) Double point of failure \·.'~twe!,n toxic 
fluid and potable water 
Excessiv<' SurfClc" 
Temeeratures 
PersonnL'l burns II p (l) All surfaces in human occupied spaces are 
insulated to prevent temperatuc'e:; in e~cess 
of 160o F. 
Facilitv and Site 
Falling Snow and Ice lIT p (l) Site int~gration precludes falling snow or 
ice in walkways or occupied areas. 
Rererence 
Drawing SK 142057 
Drawing SK 142057 
Drawing SK 142049 
Drawing SK 142053 
Drawing SK 142053 
Drawing SK 142057 
Drawing SK 142053 
Drawing SK 142053 
Drawing SK 142057 
Drawing SK 142054 
Drawing SK 142057 
Drawing SK 142050 
Drawing SK 142057 
Drawing SK 1421)53 
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STOR ,\CE SUllS YSTl:M 
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ENERGY RESOURCES CENTER CODE IDENTIFICATION NO. 55513 
HONEYWELL REQUI REMENTS SPECI FICATION NO. L.I H_R_S ___ S_K_l_4_20_0_8 _____ ..... 
1. 0 SCOPE 
This specification covers the material, design, cop-struction and 
quality requirements for a 1000 gallon capacity shop-welded steel 
hot water storage .tank to operate at less than 15 psi. This tank 
is intended to be used as an unatt e nded long term storage of a 
water and ru s t inhibiture mixture. It may be installed above or 
bu ri.ed underground. 
2.0 REQ IREMENTS 
2.1 Ma teri a l 
S 11 a nd end plates shall be a minimum of number 10 gauge SAE 
1020 (' Id rolled carbon ste 1. 
2.2 Con stru e ion 
Th t -mk s h a ll be sized for a c apa city of 1000 gallons and be 
a pp roximat e ly 64 inches in dia m ter a nd 72 inches long. The 
shell a nd cnd pl Rte joints s hall be continuous double welded 
joints with c omplete penetration . 
2. 3 Intcgrit 
The t a nk s h all not l eak fluid in normal use, nor deform such as 
to pre clude normal use for intend ed purpose. 
2.4 Op ni.ngs 
T a nk s hall be furnished with an 18 inch nominal m a nhole 10c~ted 
as shown on th e Storage Tank dra wing Figure 1. Pipe tapping's 
o r NPT fl a nges shall be attached with butt welds. Coupling threads 
mu st be clean and free from defects after insta lla tion. Minimum 
1 ngth of thread shall conform to ANSI B2.1 for tapered pipe thread 
for th _ si ze s pe cified in Figure 1. 
'REVISIONS 
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ENERGY RESOURCES CENTER CODE IDENTIFICATION NO. 55513 
HONEYWELL REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION NO • .... 1H_RS ___ S_K_I_4_20_0_B _____ --" 
2.5 Appurtances 
Four tie down lugs also used as lift hooks shall be provided. 
They shall be m a de of the same material as the tank shell and 
sized and located approximately as shown on Figure 2. They 
shall b e attache d with continuous double welded jOints full length 
of the lug. Four support saddles shall be fabricated and welded 
at the tank 1/4 points . The saddles shall be capable of supporting 
the tanks when filled to capa city with water at B.3 lbs I gallon. 
2.6 Internals 
A r od of 1/8" min diameter shall be formed as shown in Figure 2 
a nd weld d to the top of t he tank to support the heat coil. It should 
be install d pri.o r to applying the interior lining. The heat coil . 
Ho eyw'11 ~ J 142 0 7 , s hall be furnished by buyer and installed by 
the t a nk m anufa c turer. It should be installed after the interior 
lining is applie d. 
2.7 Finishes 
After fin a l t estin g th e t ank s hall be dried and cleaned thoroughly 
inside and outs ide to remove grease, loose Reale, rust , and 
foreign materi 1. 
The interior shall be sandblasted and then a coal tar epuxy 
(Chern-mastic 2203 or equivalent) shall be applied for a minimum 
thickn ess of 0.012": 
The exterior sh 11 be primed and painted with a coat of enamel for 
rust protection. 
All welds shall be cl aned of welding slag prior to priming and 
painting. 
REVISIONS 
DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVAL 
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ENERGY RESOURCES CENTER CODE IDENTIFICATION NO. 55513 
HONEYWELL REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION NO. ....1 H_R_S ___ S_K_l_4_2_0_0B ________ 1 
3. ° INSPECTION & TESTING 
3.1 Drawings 
The tank manufacturer, after receipt of purchase order, shall 
furnish shop drawings to the buyer for approval. These drawings, 
as well as the Purchase Order and specification, may be used by 
the buyer to inspect the tank during or after fabrication. An 
"as built" drawing will be require d if changes are authorized 
during tank fabrication. 
3. 2 Workmanship 
The tank manufacturer shall assur that a ) all welds show no 
evidence of poor workm3nship such ' as porosity. inclusions, cracks, 
lack of fill, blow holes. tncomp} t ness, etc. b) th e locatio n a nd 
size of all appurtances,openings . threads and internals meet the 
print requirements. c) the diameter, length and wall thickness meet 
the print requirements. 
3.3 Inspections 
The tank manufacturer shall visu~lly inspect each tank 1000/0 both 
inside and outside after cleaning and before Cl ppl )'ing th e finishes. 
a. After finishing and installation of the heat cln1 the tank shall be 
reinspected visually for lack of evidenc(' of .lse of incorrect 
materials or poor workmanship such as incomplete coverage, 
cracks, thin spots, lack of adhesion, runs, €'lc . 
b. Verify that the minimum thickness of th e co 1 tar epoxy is 0.012 
inches at random points inside the tank and on the hook or measure 
the build-up on witness plugs used in the threaded opening~ a~d the 
change in diameter of the hook. 
REVISIONS 
DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVAL 
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ENERGV RESOURCES CENTER CODE IDENTI'ICATION NO. 55513 
HONEYWELL REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION NO. ,-I H_R_S ___ S_K_l_4_20._0_B ______ 1 
3.4 Testing 
The tank shall be pressure tested for leaks using air pressure 
or vacuum and a suitable material such as soap suds or linseed oil 
for the detection of leaks. A1l leaks shall be corrected and retested 
for not less than 15 minutes. The test pressure shall be 3 psi (min) 
and shall b~ held for an adequate time to permit thorough inspection 
in any case not less than 30 minutes. 
3.5 Records 
The tank manufacturer shall record the results of the inspections 
and tests of paragraphs 3.3, 3.4. These records shall be mailed 
to the Buyer at the time of shipment. Each tank shall be identified 
for record purposes including Purchase Order number and item number. 
4.0 PREPARATION FOR SHIPMENT 
Al) ~inished surfaces not otherwise protected shall be coated with 
rust preventive. Threaded opening shall be plugged and pipes 
extending beyond tank shall be capped and suitably supported to 
avoid damages during shipment. Tank shall be clearly identified 
with purchase order number and item number. 
5. 0 GUARANTEE 
Manufacturer guarantees that the vessel fulfills all conr.litions as stated 
in this Specification and that it is free from fauH in design, construction, 
workmanship and material. Should any defect develop during the first 
year of operation, the manufacturer agrees to make all necessary 
alterations, repairs and replacements free of cLarge. 
REVISIONS 
DESCRIPTION DATE APPROVAL 
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Material - copper alloy-""""-&~51-&"\ 
Length - approx. 33 feet 
No. of Coils - 17 
Coil LD . .. 5 3/4"(~"") 
Tubin& Diaa. - no •• 3/4" 
NOTES 
1) The seller will inspect each coil 
to the requirements of this 
specification and for evidence of 
poor workmanship. 
2) The heat coils shall be packaged 
in suitable protective containers 
that prevent damage to coil when 
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Solar UnlinK 51" ••• Sta". FamU, It ...... 
Sl!Q!lElfCE OF OPERATlOlf 
GENERAL 
Spau heaUne 'e cor.t."""l1~ by the two ata,. h~aUnl t.be~tat. F\nt ...... eaU .... HI: to .ob. 
30lar enaru l! .nibbl, .-hUt .. ~d ata,e heatln,W"W """, &be auOLa..r7 -rcr II ~ ..... 
..... ,.. T he .,Item cgnt.rol lo artc I ••• rono.a: . 
• CoDed. !tOlar entr,,. when ... nabl • 
... SlO~ '-'''treY under no load condl.tlona 
... PNYtde en~ru dlftC.tly to 10.'- 00 demand 
• u •• dlre~ IIOlar enera hdon u - -d . Dara 
• Uac .tor~ e:nero . hom d.lnet Iolu eM,..,. I. not .... D.a!:ll. 
• \.lae dlrt'd or IItc ",d lolar .-nerO' bt-fore awdlla_rr eoaro 
DIR ECT IlEATING FRO!>! COLLECTORS 
-
Whrn("Yer plut r t t'm~ratu:"f!' T t. C",:l l n than l D!t°,.. (adjuatablt' and t he" La • call for he:atinc from tbe 
.. ~cr I hl' rmos l at purnps r. r..OlS P,: are IIcti va trd . V:I.l-n- V :z la pol ltloced to direct no ... 10 the he-attna: It-oU. 
Thf' fu rn:)(t fan : . .. c1lvat~ to provit!e _ .;arm air to the apace. A heaUne coll lu,rialalr hip llmU contJ'Ollu 
win U\l!It val lo t! V
z 
10 direct n ow to the s tonee tank Lr th e bn t rn, coU le.Yln. ai r le.mpentun uaeds 
1400,.. ( ... ~. Olr~c' he .. Unr. ope-notion a1l1 ~onUn\le unt il the .peee tM_rmo.ut I ••• t~n,«d Dr wztU 
U1e w l\ u :to r- pl ;rt~ te':T1p-f'rol ,ure ha~ dropped to ttPF. 
Wht'ne~r T P ,.len tha n 10~oF (a.djusta ble). TST "ereater 1hz... . 90°F (adjuat.able). and the.rt fa. c.all for 
lpa « ~~I . P-Jmp p] I. actiYoltr:d to dlaetaar.e the ato'ra,e t .1f11t l o r apace beaUne. V.1 .. V2 .. poel UOfIerJ 
to direct fl cA' to L". h ea t inG ::oU_. Th. Iu.rnac=e fan t. activated to provide warm a i r to the apllc:t. ~ 
PI and Pz ar~ not ;anow~d i" ope rate durin, \hi. mode. T he hullnl ~n In.'-''I .lr hlp UmU controUe.r 
fundtona as d~.crfbC!''' abo .... 
S-rORAOI:: C IIAEfGING 
Sto r :alte ~ha rcinl t. accomp1bhed whenever T pl. «reater than TS8 by 11o'F lat.lj ulltable) . Pu_mpe PI and P2 
a re- adtvuted and ,:lve V
z 
la poaUtoned to d l ..... d now to the aton,.. un... 11 the ...,.,.. t.~ral\l" durtr~e 
, .U. to 11: • • than J F ,adJuatable •• the "orale charle mcd« LI terminated. 
HEAT RE.rECTOfl CONT ROl. 
Wh"never tht: collf"dor dlsC:h. rc. t emper.lIlre e.x-c=eed. 110
0
p fa dju.bble) .. aeftMd by T CD' .. 1 .. 
V, III poli . l !c.n~d l ... c!i rt"'c t col1ector loop now Ihroulh the ~t rejedor. and the hftJ n Jedor tally 
. c itval rd • 
AUX IL lAn y tn : A ~  
Wh«.never .ala r h e;,l \ \nl ' a belnl"tlltud. eUhn dtrect or ator~ auxUl.ry p .... nred hnUn •• m be 
a va llable.a ont roll~ by the- eec=ond h~alln, ataCt 01 the apace thermoatat. Wbe.n POlar hut"', t. 
not av. Hable . a \laUiary p.· nred hut.ln, wtU b. a.,.nable aa U,...t .hp bftl1nc. AuzUla". heet", 
t • prorided by • con«nUon.al ... furna e.e utUb·tnc ~nt\on.aJ C:ODtrole. 
DOMESTIC HOT WATEllllEATlI'IG 
'Nhenenr docnutlc hot water ta d.,.. .. froID \be .... ~r ..... er U 1e "pla~"7 preto_ted watft' &om • 
coll tn \be •• orace lank.. A lbermo.taUc 1Dl.a:t.q .. 41,,--. La UN to "plate U. bat water ..... 7 ' ............. 
1014O"F. IIIWII[LE." ~"!1~~  
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IOLAII HEATII'G SYSTrM - SllfGLE 'PAIIlLT arsIDlJlCE 
COIn"IIOL SIIBSTSTEII 
1.0 GElfE.R.AL CCNIXTJOtlS 
1.1 Sc:opt:: TM Coa1rol Sub.,.., ..... ..m t.adude all 
cootrol a a~...,.., ror o,.ratloo 01 \be ..:alar 
Ma:lnc S7Sllrm• 
1.2 Re-cr.Ji r e-c! Wor" : The M«hatdc.a1 Contraeto,r . m 
t nalall and .. i r~ .n C'Of1trola u . howe ot'I coalrol 
au.b. ystrm -Irille srhem.ali e . Tbil .. ru iDclLtdot 
.U Une wolt.p widn, rrcpl'~ 
1. ' 'Procurr-mtt.t or Coct rol Dt.ric •• : Coatrol dtwic.ea 
' b t rd in M ... trr-la.1 Lis i. (I. e •• Solar Coctrol Pan .. l. 
Aqua.We. ThermCMlat. dc.) .. U' be pro-ridcd b!" 
Honey.en ERe. T his _Ul lndllde 1M f!Orlt'~l dlh'1.u. 
oNy. aU mate riau ft t!ce-ti ... ,." (or. complnC' wh>D.ahoa 
will be p l"O¥ide-d by th~ Mcdanlc:al Coatrador. 
BASIC MATEflIAI..S AND ~IETtlODS 
2.1 Ba. h: "b.tulab: 
2. 1.1 Ccn1 rol un .• or wi r in, IT p an.:t Tsnl: WlrinC 
(rom sola r control ~nC'llo control . e MO'" Tp 
and Tsn .haU be r..lD \u conduit In outdoo r aru.a 
and .ball be Be.td~a I S1'12 or equal. 
1.1.2 Po_e.r a nd control wtrio&; AU lLM &Del low 
.olU p winne sh:all be o f . Iu· and t,-pr 
I'tquirtd by applkable aMId . aad nppltil!d 
b7 Mechanical Contrador. 
2 . I..' Otbe-r Materials.: All other mat.tI'laJ. ,...l.t'wd 
fo.r a ~mplef. InstaUalLon of th. Con!rol Sdae,.-t.-m. 
IIIt.aJl be nprpUed by the Nechaetc:al Coatrador. 
2.2 Baale: MetIIOd8: 
1 .1.1 Control .... e. hwla1l.atto. _fth.~.: A. ".r 
appllc::abl.- deUU. ...,/., t.~ iacJ ..... 
wi ........... 
I. J. J Elt'drical wtrlDt. A • .....,r aU appllc:able coMa. 
. U.£lE.'~!1l e~~ .... 
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~ J ."-' nAlI"METER INSTALLATION INSTRUcrlONS 
'T\W ..... b.CIC.1C'.t 
(U4MtCIIofa'f MU.J4 tOUl I . 
1. Flowmeter. shall be preceded by • al_inlmum 
LI~", ~ ~ lOM> 
of twenty (20) r ipe diameter. or unlnterrupted 
no .. Une upstrum. a nd followt'd by • mtmlmum 
of If'll nO) pipe dIameter. of unlnterrupted now 
lLn_ downstream. Theee •• ction. shall have no 
elbo ••• valvel. ft,ermomete.ra or temperature 
am.ora. or other obstructions. 
--+~4-----...l---+H+-- (.,_oc.) 
\JI&I\lU OII!(,t,l,M 
(z) V1111 _ ~~~tJ"\l\&"'i. 
~~ ::!..~t. O£.IA IL 
NU ' A$::.y V5EO ON 
2. Flow-mdct nl shan be located in thlt hortlOnlal 
poslUon. 
J. AU nowmeters ahall be tde.nlUied w1I.h .. bra •• 
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SOLAR HEATING SYSTEM - SrNGLE FAMILY R.£SIDENCE 
ELECTRICAL SUBSYSTEM 
'.0 CEN'ERAL CO, ... omONS 
1.' Scop.t : The Eleclrkal Subayatern wiU involve all field 
electri c:'.t.l wLrial nece.aary to complrtlf: the .oLar heaUn, 
.,..tem and make it r eady for operation. 
1.2 Req"lrecS Work: The Electrlt.-al Contractor .:..U provide 
• lepante l20V alnlle phale drcult of ahe lndlcated 
(mLnlmum) to each or lbe followlnl : 
•• ) Transport Module! 15 amp 
b.' F\:mac:e-: 10 amp 
Each 01 th e above clre uUa ,han n :rve onl,. l,hat particula r 
load. EAch c:lrcu lt sh kll h~ye a dreult breake.r or rUle a t 
the main electrical pan~t and a .~parat~ disconnect •• itch 






1.0 BASIC MATERIA LS AND METHODS 
1.1 Balle Materlal. : AU materlab .hall be: 'UWUed by the 
Elec1rle:a1 Connector. All male rial. _hall M .. IpuUled 
by the Are-hUed .a.nd required by .U applicable code". 
2.2 &.sIc Methode: All work IMU contonn _Ith • .11 applicable 
c:odel . 
TOl,a ...... \M.I. • 
"--..onDcn .. _ au. 



























RESIDENTIAL SOLAR HEATING SYSTEM INSTALLATION 
FILE NO. P 049.14.24 
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